Thank you very much for purchasing Bike 5 (hereafter Product). In order for the product to be appropriately and safely used, please read and follow this instruction carefully. Please keep this manual in a safe place.

**Caution** (Please read before use)

- This product for iPhone 5.
- Please follow instruction and ensure it is installed in correct condition.
- It may cause damage if incorrect installation.
- Please remove any protective case/cover from iPhone before installation.
- To avoid product is interrupted your while riding.
- Please remove product when away from your bike.
- Touch screen is not scratch-proof or scratch mark may happen after used.
- This unit is not 100% waterproof case, only protect in slightly water-drill and rain.
- Please remove iPhone from case while heavy rain or avoid drop into water.
- Please remove rubber tray from case while long time no use it.
- Specification may change or amend without prior notice.
- Not allow any chemical solvent to clean the product.
- Choosing Hazard this product may contain small parts, please keep away from children.
- Manufacturer is not responsible to any damage, either by accident or intentional failure.

**Contents**

- Bike 5 Main Unit x 1
- Silicon Tray for iPhone 5 x 1
- Acrylic Lens Protector x 1
- Handlebar attachment x 1
- Touch-panel-screen

*By default, Product is assembled with a handlebar attachment, a silicon tray for iPhone 5, and a Acrylic Lens Protector.

---

**Detaching the Handlebar**

1. **Caution**

   - Product may be used as a iPhone case when detached from the handlebar attachment, however, it doesn't allow you to talk on iPhone

---

**Installation Instruction**

1. **Open Product and put your iPhone inside**

   - Please open the lid by pressing the lock-buttons on the both side.
   - Please stow your iPhone into included Silicon Tray appropriately. Make sure your iPhone is stowed securely with Silicon Tray. Put back the lid to the original position until the locking sound is heard.

2. **Mounting the product with your bike**

   - Please confirm if the attachment is firmly attached with the main unit, release the attachment arm by rotating the screw in the direction of arrow.
   - Install the main unit at any desired position on the handle-bar.

   - **Caution**

     - Please avoid to over-tighten the screw or it may be broken.
     - Product is only compatible with handle-bar that is in compliance with ISO Standard (22.2mm-24.8mm). Please check to see first if your handle-bar is in compliance before installation.

---

**Taking the Protector off**

- Acrylic Lens protector can be taken off as follows.
- You may need to take it off when you clean the protector so follow the instruction when you do so.
- First take the silicon tray out of the main unit, and push the protector from outside to pull. Please be cautious for the lens may be fallen while taking this process.

---

**Caution**

- This Product does not support a photo shoot with a flash light on iPhone 5.
- Please do not use flash light when use of this product.
- Acrylic lens protector is very sensitive and easily scratched so handle with care.
- When lens gets dirty, please use a blower to dust off. Apply clean, soft, dry cloth for eyeglasses and wipe the dust gently.